Making Confident
and Effective Decisions
in Uncertain Times
Modernize your data analytics with
Insight and Microsoft Azure Synapse

Data is today’s strategic currency
In uncertain times, data provides certainty. It helps enterprises to confidently navigate the rapidly morphing
economic and business landscapes we are experiencing. All businesses — from small startups to
established enterprises, from corner shops to global transporters — grapple with how to deliver the most
valuable customer experience and how to deftly drive efficiency and growth. These decisions have become
even more critical in today’s challenging times.
Businesses need to be hyper-aware of their customers’ needs and align their offerings and communications
to customer sentiments. Companies must also adapt to swiftly changing priorities, retool budgets, prioritize
productivity and continue to invest for growth. Data provides the visibility to help you confidently make
strategic choices and thrive in these volatile economic and business landscapes.
By placing data at the center of your decision-making process, your organization can quickly unlock
powerful insights and resolve the toughest business challenges. An effective data-driven strategy will give
you the tools to make smarter decisions that help you remain relevant to your customers, dominate the
market, increase revenue and profits, and identify opportunities for innovation and growth.

91%

59%

Of global executives say effective data

Of executives report that their staff turn

and analytics strategies are essential

to data each day, or even multiple times

for business transformation.1

a day, when making decisions.2

Data empowers you to:

• Captivate customers
• Identify opportunities for reinvention, innovation and growth
• Transform operations
• Cut costs and increase profitability
• Find new markets
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The power of data is in the analytics

Analytics transforms data into insight

Data is powerful because it reveals unseen patterns. It provides evidence to build and sustain buy-in

Forecasting: With the help of data and AI-based

for change. It helps you understand performance, solve problems and eliminate waste. It spotlights

analytics, a telecom company forecasts demand for

winners and ensures that you put your resources behind the right products and solutions.

newly launched mobile phone models. It compares

It’s easy to understand why companies make massive investments (of resources, time and effort)

marketing programs and determines how many

to gather data. But collecting data is not enough. You need to make it usable, accessible and

phones will be needed to support demand.

cost-effective. You need to combine it with intelligence and use it to improve forecasting, reduce
costs and deliver customer delight. Only then can you turn data into a strategic competitive

previous buying data, predicts the impact of new

Revenue: Music streaming services are creating new

advantage. Without analytics, data is just noise. But with analytics, data becomes insight.

revenue streams by licensing consumer data to help

Companies with mature analytics programs maximize the value of their data investments by

song lists for new recordings.

treating data as a critical asset and promoting data-driven decision-making across the organization.
They involve all the key functional areas in data governance and management since this adds
important context to the discussion and elevates the quality of decisions. They also protect their
data using robust security policies and controls, while making sure that those who need it can
securely access the information.

Customer Experience: Video streaming services
have primarily used data to decide what content to
license from movie and television production studios.
After developing a deeper, data-driven understanding
of consumer preferences, some services are now

Analytics maturity is crucial to achieve business outcomes3

62%

artists determine the best performance venues and

54%

Improved customer

Increased revenue

satisfaction

performance

54%
Increased profits

producing original content themselves to better match
customer preferences.
Marketing: Retail and e-commerce analyze past
customer transactions and interactions to understand
preferences, target new campaigns and upsell products.
This boosts customer engagement and increases
customer lifetime value.
Risk Management: Companies develop enterprise-wide

44%
Improved market share

44%
Achieved faster time to market

risk intelligence with deeper visibility into functions
like regulatory compliance, supply chain, financing
and credit. This empowers them to measure, quantify
and predict risk, while relying less on intuition.

for new products/services
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With Azure Synapse, you are
assured of:

Level up with Insight analytics, powered by Microsoft Azure Synapse

• Limitless scale and speed: Gather powerful insights

technology, implementation expertise and technical support. When you build a modern data

across all platforms and uncover the answers to your
most pressing business questions at blazing speed.

• Powerful insights: Armed with AI-driven
augmented intelligence, get a multi-layered
understanding of your business and spot trends
that even experts may have overlooked.

• Instant intelligence: Make decisions in minutes

Insight brings together everything you need to make your data investments count — unmatched
system with the combined power of Insight and Microsoft Azure, you have the power to
accelerate business outcomes by leveraging the best-in-breed technology solutions backed by
expert support.

Unmatched technology
Insight Analytics leverages Microsoft Azure Synapse — a single unified analytics service that
merges enterprise data warehousing, data integration and big data at cloud scale.

(not days) by automating complex analysis and
serving up data-rich, easy-to-use visualizations.
Drive innovation and business transformation that
let you stay ahead of change.

• Reliable security: Rest easy as we protect your data

LOB Services

Azure data
factory

Business
services

with industry-leading security and privacy features,
extending to row-level and column-level security.

• Best price performance: Leverage an analytics
solution that runs up to 14x faster and costs 94%

Logs and streams
(unstructured)

Azure data
bricks

Azure Synapse
Analytics

Power BI

less than other cloud providers.4
Media
(unstructured)

Azure data
lake storage

Files
(unstructured)
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Azure Synapse: Improved analytics at lower cost5

271%

60%

Expert guidance and support

27%

Insight’s analytics specialists help you leverage the
power of your data more efficiently and optimize the
value of your data investments. With Insight, you get
a strategic partner to help you manage today’s

ROI

26%
Lower total cost

Increased customer

Faster time to

satisfaction

insights

1.75 hrs
Saved per week

of ownership

challenges while preparing for the future. Rely on us
when you want to make smarter investments and
transform your business.

Insight delivers data value, so you can:
• Make breakthrough discoveries
• Solve problems
• Improve relationships
• Optimize spending
• Be more productive

Improved system

Enhanced security

• Stay ahead of change

performance

and compliance

• Speed up innovation
• Accelerate path to visible value

“Azure Analytics gave me the ability to bring all
countries’ data together in a common platform and
to enable sharing and self-service. We used to be able
to deliver data once a day, but now we populate our
data warehouse every 5 minutes. We’ve done all this
with a lower TCO.”
- GM, Advanced Analytics,
Beverages industry
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Phenomenal outcomes
We’ve helped companies drive a wide range of business benefits through rich analysis and timely decision-making.

Success story: Intelligent drone inspections (transportation)
Business need: BNSF Railway owns and operates over 32,000 miles of tracks. It needed to
anticipate potential track problems and prevent accidents.
Solution: Insight offered a drone-based imaging solution to collect, prioritize and analyze images
on the Azure cloud data platform.
Outcome: BSNF was able to identify potential problem areas and escalate to track inspectors.
This preempted problems and reduced maintenance costs.

Success story: Hospital care and staffing intelligence (healthcare)
Business need: Steward Healthcare wanted to improve the cost of care by better managing
patient stay and staffing decisions.
Solution: A suite of AI-powered clinical applications that predict patient volumes and lengths
of stay with 98% accuracy.
Outcome: A reduction in average length of stay and operational savings of upwards of $20
million per facility per year.

Success story - Field deployment/service application (water systems)
Business need: Global Water Systems Supplier needed to improve how its wide-ranging
solution components are identified and placed in the field.
Solution: Insight created a mobile application that uses an onboard camera as well as
cloud-deployed cognitive and augmented reality services.
Outcome: The solution was able to identify parts against its product catalog and better
visualize where the parts will be placed.
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Conclusion

About Insight

Cloud-scale analytics is the new go-to strategy for turning massive datasets into actionable insights and

At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage

tangible business value. Supercharge your analytics by unifying your data, zeroing in on the business

Insight Intelligent Technology SolutionsTM that help

outcomes you want to drive and delivering insights for everyone across the organization.

your organization run smarter.

There’s no better time than now to harness the power of your data to improve the quality of your business

We’ll work with you to maximize your technology

decisions and customer experience. See how Insight’s data analytics experts can help you leverage the
unmatched scale and performance of Azure Synapse today.

investments, empower your workforce to work
smarter, optimize your business and create
meaningful experiences. www.insight.com

About Microsoft
Microsoft (Nasdaq “MSFT” @microsoft) enables digital
transformation for the era of an intelligent cloud and an
intelligent edge. Its mission is to empower every person
and every organization on the planet to achieve more.
www.microsoft.com

1Harvard Business Review, ‘Understanding Why Analytics Strategies Fall Short For Some, But Not For Others’
2Harvard Business Review, ‘Understanding Why Analytics Strategies Fall Short For Some, But Not For Others’
3Harvard Business Review, ‘Understanding Why Analytics Strategies Fall Short For Some, But Not For Others’
4GigaOm TPC-H Benchmark report
5Forrester Total Economic Impact study, capturing the experience of 370 customers who deployed Azure’s Synapse Analytics and Power BI.
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